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Outline

❖ A 125 GeV Higgs-like boson has been discovered: 
  → End or beginning of new discoveries? 
  → Extending the Higgs-sector: 
       → MSSM,  NMSSM, 2HDM…


❖ The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS)


❖ CMS searches on the extended-Higgs 
sector. Just a glimpse of few CMS 
results: 
  → Heavy Higgs searches 
  → Light Higgs searches


❖ Outlooks

SM-like H

Extended H-sector ?
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Extending the Higgs sector

❖ Higgs-like particle has been observed: 
  → mH = 125.09 ± 0.21(stat) ± 0.11(syst) 
  → ΓH < 26 MeV (for fΛQ=0 at the 95% CL.) 
  → JPC = 0++ 
(https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsHIG)


❖ No SUSY has been discovered so far, but: 
→ Still good to focus in naturalness  
→ General interest on sparticles with influence on quadratic 
     term in Higgs potential 
→ See if newly found resonance is part of an extended  
     Higgs sector is of primary importance!


❖ Higgs sector could result extended in many ways: 
  → MSSM (tension with current 125 GeV Higgs) 
  → NMSSM (add. superfield S singlet under the SM gauge) 
  → 2HDM (particularly simple extension of the SM)

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsHIG
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Extending the Higgs sector
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Model Description Higgs bosons

SM 
(one doublet of complex 

scalar fields)

3 d.o.f. give mass to W± and Z, 
Yukawa couplings generate fermion 

mass
h

SM + real singlet Used in the context of EWK 
baryogenesis, DM… h, H

2HDM 
(contains a second doublet)

Prerequisite for SUSY, 
natural in GUT, 

DM originating from 2HDM
h, H, A, H±

2HDM + complex singlet  
(e.g. NMSSM)

Solve the mu-problem in MSSM 
(where H(125) is unnaturally heavy) h1, h2, h3, a1, a2, H±

SM + triplet Natural explanation for small neutrino 
masses h, H, A, H±, H±±

❖ Higgs sector could result extended in many ways.
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Constrain from h(125) observation

5

❖ 2HDM is constrained from H(125) properties: 
Preventing FCNC leave only two free parameters in the Higgs sector 
 → tanβ: ration of vev’s associated with the doublets 
 → α: mixing between the fields associated with the doublets

4 3 Summary of the analyses entering the exclusion contours

observations within the uncertainties of the MSSM and to reveal characteristic features of cer-
tain regions of the parameter space. Based on this groundwork, for this note the mmod+

h (with
µ = +200 GeV) and the hMSSM scenario [31, 32] have been chosen. The mmod+

h scenario is
a modification of the former mmax

h scenario that had been defined to maximize the achievable
values for mh. In the mmax

h scenario mh reached up to values of 130 GeV. After the discovery of
the H0 this scenario has been modified such that mh is compatible with mH0 within a theoret-
ical uncertainty of ±3 GeV [33] in as much of the parameter space as possible. The hMSSM
scenario has recently been introduced as an effective MSSM model, trading the precise knowl-
edge of mH0 against unknown higher order corrections in M2. In this way mh = mH0 is again
a manifest requirement of the scenario. This trade further allows one to obtain relatively sim-
ple relations between mA, tan b and the anticipated SUSY modifications to the couplings to the
h, as expected from the SM, as will be further discussed in Section 3. This scenario is strictly
valid for mA > 130 GeV and tan b < 10. It can still be formulated for values up to tan b < 60
though the omission of direct higher order SUSY corrections to down-type fermion couplings
(also referred to as Db corrections) and corrections due to SUSY particles in loops, which be-
come relevant for tan b > 10 question the consistency of the predictions with SUSY. A detailed
discussion of the hMSSM has been given in Ref. [34].

3 Summary of the analyses entering the exclusion contours
3.1 Indirect constraints from the couplings of the H0

When interpreted as the h the predicted production and decay rates of the H0 are particularly
sensitive to the angles a and b. In the 2HDM these angles are free parameters. In the hMSSM
they can be expressed in terms of the free parameters mA and tan b [32]. Thus in both cases the
allowed parameter space is constrained by the production and decay of the H0.

Such constraints have been obtained using the CMS inputs to the combined ATLAS and CMS
coupling analysis as presented in Ref. [23], for the gg, ZZ(4`), WW(2`2n), tt and bb decay
channels. For the discussion within this note the existing data have been re-interpreted; the
selected analyses have not been modified, in any other way. The production and decay rates
of the h relative to the SM expectation have been varied using the formalism of leading order
coupling modifiers, ki as defined in Ref. [35]. At leading order only three coupling modifiers
are needed to capture the relevant modifications of h production and decay relative to the SM
expectation in the considered scenarios. These are the modifiers for the coupling to up- and
down-type fermions, ku and kd, and the coupling to vector bosons, kV . For convenience, the
parameters ldu = ku/kd, lVu = kV/ku and kuu = k2

u/kh have been used, where kh (which can
be calculated in terms of the coupling modifiers, ku, kd and kV , assuming only decays into SM
particles) corresponds to the total width of the h, relative to the expectation of the SM. For the
SM all parameters take the value 1.

Based on this model, in a first step a general 3-dimensional likelihood function L(ldu, lVu, kuu)
has been built. When maximized this likelihood function leads to the estimates l̂du = 1.008, l̂Vu
= 1.160, k̂uu = 0.821. For this and any further maximization, systematic uncertainties have
been treated as nuisance parameters and profiled as done in the SM couplings analysis. The l̂i
have been used in a log-likelihood scan of the form

q(ldu, lVu, kuu) = �2 ln
✓L(data|ldu, lVu, kuu)

L(data|l̂du, l̂Vu, k̂uu)

◆
, (3)
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The Large Hadron Collider

❖ Run 2 is officially started! 
→ About 3 fb-1 collected in 2015 
→ 20 fb-1 by the end of 2016 

• 160% larger collision energy → √s=13 TeV

• 200% larger number of bunches → 2800 bunches

• 200% larger pileup → 40 interactions/crossing

• 33%   smaller β* → 40 cm

• 170-220% larger peak Lumi. → (13-17)x1033 cm–2s-1

❖ Comparison with 8 TeV:

13 TeV dataset 

15/12/2015 CMS Collaboration - 13 TeV Results 
7 

Recorded @ 3.8 T = 2.8 fb-1 

Good for all: 2.2 fb-1 

Good for many*: 2.6 fb-1 

Good for muons: 2.7 fb-1 

* |h| < 3.0 for jets and MET 

Preliminary luminosity uncertainty: 
4.8% @ 50 ns 
4.6% @ 25ns 

CMS Preliminary 
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Heavy Higgs searches
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Heavy Higgs searches in Run 1

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/HIG-16-007/

❖ Several analysis considered: 
→ H → WW/ZZ (145<m<1000 GeV), 55 event categories in  WW(2l2ν), WW(2l2q), 
     ZZ(4l), ZZ(2l2ν), ZZ(2l2q). 
→ A/H/h → ττ (90<m<1000 GeV), sensitive variable is mττ. (τµτµ, τeτµ, τµτh, τeτh and 
     τhτh) and → µµ (115<m<300 GeV). Most sensitive CMS search to all three neutral 
     Higgs bosons in the MSSM. 
→ H± → τν-tb (τν dominates sensitivity). Divided in low and high mass region. 
→ A/H → bb (100<m<900 GeV). Prod. in assoc. with b-jets. 
     Discriminant variable: invariant mass of the 2 leading b-jets. 
→ A → ZH (140<m<1000 GeV). Z goes into leptons, H into b-quarks or τ. 
    In the llbb final state discriminating variables are m(bb) and m(llbb) (2-dimensional 
    shape analysis). The decay A → ZH is 2HDM specific. In MSSM it is 
    kinematically not allowed (A and H are degenerate in mass, with mH ≥ mA)


❖ Two ways to obtain limits: 
 → Templates for the full signal prediction for each value in the exclusion plane of the 
      considered scenario (mA-tanβ for MSSM; mH-tanβ for 2HDM). 
 → 95% CL limits on σ⋅Br of a single, narrow-width resonance (except for H → WW 
      ZZ analysis). Limits translated into the exclusion plane.
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Heavy Higgs searches in Run 1

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/HIG-16-007/

❖ By definition the whole parameter space that is displayed is 
mostly compatible with the constraints imposed by the 
couplings of the Higgs. 
 → Observed exclusion: transparently filled areas 
 → Expected exclusion: slightly darker shade| 
      (with hatching) 
 → The gray shaded areas: non-perturbative or unstable.


❖ Lower boundary in mH marks the kinematically allowed 
region for WW/ZZ. Upper boundary coincides with the 
opening of the decay into top-quarks.


❖ A→ZH analysis sharp edge at mH ~ 240 GeV coincides with 
opening of the decay of the A into top-quarks. 
Final state llbb shows the larger expected exclusion range.


❖ A/H/h → ττ: for type-I the dominant contribution to the 
exclusion originates from the production via gluon fusion.
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Heavy Higgs searches in Run 1

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/HIG-16-007/

❖ Exclusion up to tan β ≈ 60 for masses up to mA=1 TeV. 
For larger values of tanβ predictions in turn unstable.


❖ Most sensitive search: A/H/h → ττ (unable to separate S and 
B due to the presence of Z → ττ events with mZ ≈ mA). 
The strongest exclusion sensitivity for high values of mA 
and tanβ.


❖ Supported by the A/H → bb and A/H/h → µµ searches. 
Note: coupling of the Higgs bosons being proportional to the 
mass of the final state particle + difficulty to distinguish the 
signal from the large background from QCD multi-jet (in the 
case of b-quarks).


❖ H → WW/ZZ search leads to an exclusion for low values of 
mA and tan β, where the H-coupling to vector bosons allows 
for a significant branching fraction in the mmod+h.
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H→ZZ→4l  @13 TeV

❖ Signal: 
  → H → ZZ → 4l (l = e,μ): analysis measures both 
      SM-H and limits on additional resonances. 
  → Significance for SM-H: 2.5σ


❖ Backgrounds: 
 → ZZ (irreducible): estimated by simulation 
 → Z+jets, tt, Zγ + jets, WW+jets, WZ + jets (reducible): 
      estimated by two independent control regions


❖ Search for add. narrow resonance, width less than 
1% of mH (dominated by the resolution) 
 → Acceptance and efficiency modeled using gluon 
      fusion production for masses 120 - 850 GeV


❖ Few systematic uncertainties treated as shape (EWK 
correction). Fit to derive a 95% on σ × BR

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/HIG-15-004

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/HIG-15-004
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H→ZZ→4l  @13 TeV

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/HIG-15-004

❖ Search for any resonance is of high 
priority. Recent hints of an excess around 
mγγ ∼ 750 GeV make this task even more 
urgent.


❖ Production mechanism at high mass is 
predominantly gluon fusion with 
substantial contribution from VBF (here 
only gluon fusion).

❖  Treated as one process in gg-fusion: 
 → P(m4l, mX, ΓX, σX) for the gg →bkg + H(125)∗+ X(mX) → 
     4l allows inclusion of interference, including 
     off-shell tail of H(125) 
 → mH, ΓH, mX, ΓX are also included as general parameters 
      of the model 
→ Limits at the 95% CL on σ⋅Br for several values of ΓX

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/HIG-15-004
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Light Higgs searches
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samples are normalized to 19.7 fb�1 with their theoretical cross sections.
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H(125) → aa → μμbb

❖ Signal: 
  → SM Higgs decaying to 2 light bosons a 
      (foreseen by in NMSSM or 2HDM) 
  → Only the gluon fusion production 
       mechanism considered 
  → Here: m(a) ~ [25,65] GeV


❖ Selection: 
  → 2 muons with pT > 24 and 9 GeV 
  → 2 jets with pT >15 GeV (b-tagged) 
  → |m(μμbb)-125| < 25 GeV


❖ Main background: 
  → Z + jets, tt


❖ Sensitivity extracted using a fit to m(μμ) distribution: 
   → Limits on the production rate times B.R.

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/HIG-14-041/index.html

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/HIG-14-041/index.html
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H(125) → aa → μμττ

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/HIG-15-011/index.html

❖ Signal: 
  → SM Higgs decaying to 2 light pseudoscalar bosons 
      (foreseen by 2HDM or 2HDM+S) 
  → ma ~ [20,63] GeV 
  → Considering: μμτeτh, μμτμτh, μμτμτe, μμτeτe, μμτhτh 
      (μμτμτμ: ambiguities in pairing muons)


❖ Selection: 
  → Two μ with pT > 18/9 GeV 
  → pT > 5,7,15 GeV for τμ, τe and  τh  
  → |m(μμττ)-125| < 25 GeV 
  → |m(μμ)-m(ττ)| < 0.8 m(μμ)


❖ Main background: 
  → Irreducible ZZ production 
  → Reducible processes with at least one jet 
       misidentified (Z+jets and WZ+jets).

11

Figure 4: Background and signal (ma = 40 GeV) models, scaled to their expected yields, in
the µµtete (top left), µµtetµ (top right), µµteth (center left), µµtµth (center right), and µµthth
(bottom left) final states, and their combination (bottom right). The two components that form
the background model, ZZ and reducible processes, are drawn. Every observed event in the
individual decay channels is represented by an arrow, together with its measured mµµ value;
while in the combined mass plot data are binned in a histogram. The signal samples are scaled
with s(h) as predicted in the SM, B(h ! aa) = 10% and considering decays of the pseudoscalar
a boson to leptons only. The results are shown after a simultaneous maximum likelihood fit
that takes into account the systematic uncertainties described in Chapter 6.

Modeling of the ZZ background, estimated from MC

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/HIG-15-011/index.html
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H(125) → aa → μμττ

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/HIG-15-011/index.html

❖ Upper limits on h→aa production relative to the SM h production, 
scaled by B(a → ττ)2 
  → Data comparable with background-only hypothesis  
      (No excess exceed 2σ glob. significance) 
  → Set 95% C.L. upper limits on signal event rate 
  → Limits in the context of 2 HDM+S models

9

10% depending on the final state. This uncertainty does not affect the shape of the mµµ distribu-
tions, and is treated as uncorrelated for final states using taus with different isolation working
points. The muon energy scale uncertainty, amounting to 0.2%, is found to shift the mean of
the signal distributions by up to 0.2%; this is taken into account as a parametric uncertainty on
the mean of the signal distributions.

Statistical uncertainties on the parameterization of the signal are accounted for through the
uncertainties on the fit parameters describing the signal shape. The shape uncertainties of the
reducible background are taken into account with three uncorrelated parameters arising from
the fit uncertainties of the third-order Berstein polynomials. The uncertainty on the normaliza-
tion of the reducible background is obtained from varying the fit functions of the misidentifica-
tion rates within their uncertainties. Changes in yields lie between 25% and 50%; uncertainties
related to a given misidentification rate are correlated between corresponding final states.

Because of the limited number of MC events after the full selection, an uncertainty between
1 and 15% depending on the final state is attributed to the ZZ background. This uncertainty
is uncorrelated between all final states. Additionally, theoretical uncertainties are considered
for the ZZ background to account for uncertainties in the parton distribution functions (PDF),
and for the variations of the renormalization and factorization scales. No shape systematic is
considered on the ZZ background; as it is a mostly subdominant background the use of another
background model would have an impact on the final exclusion limits less than 1%.

Finally, 10% uncertainty is attributed to the signal prediction to reflect theory uncertainties,
including uncertainties on the PDF, and an additional yield uncertainty (between 5 and 8%
depending on the final state), related to the efficiency interpolation, is taken into account for
signal samples.

All sources of uncertainties are reported in Tab. 2, together with the change on yields or shapes
they imply for the different processes.

7 Results
In 2HDM and by extension 2HDM+S, the ratio of the decay widths of a pseudoscalar boson to
different types of leptons only depends on the masses of these leptons. In particular in the case
of muons and tau leptons, one has:

G(a ! µµ)
G(a ! tt)

=
m2

µ

q
1 � (2mµ/ma)2

m2
t

p
1 � (2mt/ma)2

. (2)

We use this relation to set upper limits on the production of h ! aa relative to the SM h pro-
duction (including gluon-gluon fusion, vector boson fusion and associated production with a
W boson, a Z boson or a pair of top quarks, with cross sections respectively equal to 19.3, 1.58,
0.70, 0.42 and 0.13 pb), scaled by B(a ! tt)2. In the hypothesis where the pseudoscalar a
boson only decays to leptons, one has B(a ! tt) > 0.995 for all a boson masses between 20
and 62.5 GeV. This hypothesis is a good approximation in 2HDM+S type-3 with large values of
tan b.

The parameterized di-muon mass distributions are shown in Fig. 4 for the five different final
states. The signal samples, for a mass ma = 40 GeV, are scaled with s(h) as expected in the SM
including all production modes, B(h ! aa) = 10% and considering decays of the pseudoscalar a
boson to leptons only (B(a ! tt) + B(a ! µµ) = 1, where the decay to electrons is neglected).

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/HIG-15-011/index.html
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H(125) →  aa → ττττ

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/HIG-14-019/index.html

❖ Signal: 
  → SM-Higgs decaying into 2 light bosons Φ1 (=a1,h1) 
       (foreseen by NMSSM) 
  → SM-H corresponds to: 
       → h2 and decays into h2→2h1 
       → h2 and decays into h2→2a1 (2mτ<m(a1)<2mb) 
       → h1 and decays into h1→2a1


❖ Selection: 
  → One τ goes to μ and other to one-prong mode 
  → Two same sign μ with pT>17/10 GeV and |η|<2.1 
  → One opp. sign track with pT>2.5 GeV and |η|<2.4


❖ Main background: QCD multijet events


❖ 95% C.L. upper limit set on the production rate    
  of signal events
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1 Introduction

The observation of a Higgs-like boson [1, 2] with a mass near 125 GeV/c2 in searches for the
standard model (SM) Higgs boson [3–5] at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) raises the critical
question of whether the new particle is in fact the SM Higgs boson. The precision of the com-
parisons of the new particle’s production and decay properties with the final states predicted
by the SM will improve with additional data. However, distinguishing a true SM Higgs boson
from a non-SM Higgs bosons with couplings moderately different from the SM values will re-
main a challenge. Searches for non-SM Higgs boson production and decay modes are therefore
particularly timely as they provide a complementary path, which in many cases can allow a
discovery or rule out broad ranges of new physics scenarios with existing data.

We present an analysis that explores one of the non-SM decay modes of Higgs boson (h), which
includes production of two new light bosons (a), each of which subsequently decay to boosted
pairs of oppositely charged muons isolated from the rest of the event activity:

h ! 2a + X ! 4µ + X,

where X denotes possible additional particles from cascade decays of a Higgs boson.

The Higgs boson production cross section may or may not be enhanced compared to the SM,
depending on the specific parameters of the model. The search described in this paper is de-
signed to be independent of the details of specific models, and the results can be interpreted in
the context of other models predicting the production of the same final states. We also study
two specific scenarios: next-to-minimal supersymmetric standard model (NMSSM) and super-
symmentric models with additional “hidden” or “dark” sectors (Dark SUSY).

Figure 1: Left: Feynman diagram of the NMSSM benchmark process h1,2 ! 2a1 ! 4µ. Right:
Feynman diagram of the dark-SUSY benchmark process h ! 2n1 ! 2nD + 2gD ! 2nD + 4µ.
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The NMSSM [6–14] extends the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) [15–17] by
an additional gauge singlet field under new U(1)PQ symmetry in the Higgs sector of the su-
perpotential. Compared to the MSSM, the NMSSM naturally generates the mass parameter µ
in the Higgs superpotential at the electroweak scale [18] and significantly reduces the amount
of fine tuning required [19–21]. The Higgs sector of the NMSSM consists of 3 CP-even Higgs
bosons h1,2,3 and 2 CP-odd Higgs bosons a1,2. In the NMSSM, the CP-even Higgs bosons h1
and h2 can decay via h1,2 ! 2a1, where one of the h1 or h2 is a SM-like Higgs boson that could
correspond to the newly observed state at the LHC with a mass near 125 GeV/c2 [1, 2] and a1
is a new CP-odd light Higgs boson [22–26]. The Higgs boson production cross section may
differ substantially from that of the SM, depending on the parameters of a specific model. The
new light boson a1 couples weakly to SM particles, with the coupling to fermions proportional
to the fermion mass, and can have a substantial branching fraction B(a1 ! µ+µ�) if its mass
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Search for H→aa→µµµµ

❖ Signal: 
→ Pair production of new light bosons, each 
decaying into a pair of muons


❖ Selection: 
 → PT1>17 GeV; |η1| <0.9; PT2,3,4 > 8 GeV 
 → |z1µµ − z2µµ| < 1 mm 


❖ Main background: 
→ bb̅, double J/Ψ (SPS and DPS)


❖ Excess searched on the diagonal: 
|m1µµ−m2µµ| < 0.13 GeV + 0.065(m1µµ + m2µµ)/2 
 → Model independent search, 
      benchmark model is NMSSM 
 → Assume SM-like production σ for h1,2 

        to simplify interpretation
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Figure 2: Left for benchmark model 1: 95% CL upper limits from this search for the NMSSM
scenarios with ma1 = 0.25 GeV (dashed curve), ma1 = 2 GeV (dash-dotted curve) and ma1 =
3.55 GeV (dotted curve) on s(pp ! h1/2 ! 2a1)B2(a1 ! 2µ) as a function of mh1 in the range
86 < mh1 < 125 GeV and of mh2 for mh2 > 125 GeV. As an illustration, the limits are compared
to the predicted rate (solid curve) obtained using a simplified scenario with s(pp ! hi !
2a1) = 0.008 sSM, which yields predictions for the rates of dimuon pair events comparable to
the obtained experimental limits, and B(a1 ! 2µ) = 7.7%. The chosen B(a1 ! 2µ) is taken
from [17] for ma1 = 2 GeV and tan b = 20. Right for benchmark model 2: 95% CL upper
limits (black solid curves) from this search on s(pp ! h ! 2gD + X)B(h ! 2gD + X) (with
mn1 = 10 GeV, mnD = 1 GeV) in the plane of two of the parameters (# and mgD) for the dark
SUSY scenarios, along with constraints from other experiments [42–56]. The colored contours
represent different values of B(h ! 2gD + X) in the range 0.1–40%.

responsible for the vast majority of signal-like events. The points above 125 GeV correspond to
model points for which only h2 (mh2 > mh1 = 125 GeV) is allowed to have a sizeable rate of
observable 4µ events. Finally, for models with mh2 > 150 GeV, the limit at 150 GeV can be used
as a conservative estimate of the production rate limit. In each of these scenarios it is possible
that the other Higgs boson also contributes some fraction of the 4µ signal events, in which case
the limit shown is more conservative than would be given by an exact evaluation.

In the case of the dark SUSY scenario, a 95% CL limit on the product of the Higgs boson
production cross section and the branching fractions of the Higgs boson (cascade) decay to
a pair of dark photons is determined. The limit set in the (mgD, #) plane from this analysis is
shown in Fig. 2 (right), along with limits from other experimental searches, where the lifetime
is directly related to the kinetic mixing parameter # and the mass of the dark photon mgD via
tgD(#, mgD) = #�2 f (mgD), where f (mgD) is a function that depends only on the mass of the
dark photon [77]. The significant vertical structures in the limits visible in Fig. 2 (right) arise
because the total width of the dark photon varies rapidly in those mass regions due to reso-
nant decays to hadrons. This search constrains a large, previously unconstrained area of the
parameter space. Unlike the other results in the figure, the CMS and ATLAS limits are model-
dependent and only valid under the assumption that B(h ! 2n1 ! 4µ + X) 6= 0. The recent
ATLAS analysis [42] focused on highly displaced objects and these searches therefore probe
different regions of the available parameter space.
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Figure 1: Distribution of the invariant masses m1µµ vs. m2µµ for the isolated dimuon events
following the application of all constraints except the m1µµ ' m2µµ requirement of compatibility
within the detector resolution. The compatible diagonal signal region (outlined with dashed
lines) contains one data event (triangle) at m1µµ = 0.33 GeV and m2µµ = 0.22 GeV. There are
also nine data events (white circles) which fail the m1µµ ' m2µµ compatibility requirement. The
color scale indicates the expected SM background in range 2mµ < m1µµ, m2µµ < 2mt.

and non-prompt templates from simulation and non-isolated sideband in data, respectively.
Both approaches employ non-isolated sidebands that are orthogonal to the signal region and
give consistent results within the associated uncertainties. There are two mechanisms for the
production of prompt double J/y events: single- and double-parton scattering (SPS and DPS,
respectively), corresponding to whether the two J/y mesons are produced from one or two in-
dependent parton interactions. The number of prompt events in the control region are further
separated into SPS and DPS components using the J/y rapidity difference as the discriminating
variable. Finally, the data-to-simulation normalization factor and the fraction of SPS and DPS
events are extrapolated from the control to the signal region, resulting in a final estimation for
the contribution from prompt double J/y events of 0.06 ± 0.03 events.

The contribution from other SM processes (low mass Drell–Yan production and pp ! Z/g⇤ !
4µ) is estimated with the CALCHEP generator [66] using the HEPMDB infrastructure [67], and
is found to be 0.15± 0.03 events in the entire signal region. The combined expected background
contribution to the diagonal signal region is 2.2 ± 0.7 events. This background is represented
by the color scale in Fig. 1.

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/HIG-13-010/index.html

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/HIG-13-010/index.html
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Search for H→aa→µµµµ

1

1 Introduction

The observation of a Higgs-like boson [1, 2] with a mass near 125 GeV/c2 in searches for the
standard model (SM) Higgs boson [3–5] at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) raises the critical
question of whether the new particle is in fact the SM Higgs boson. The precision of the com-
parisons of the new particle’s production and decay properties with the final states predicted
by the SM will improve with additional data. However, distinguishing a true SM Higgs boson
from a non-SM Higgs bosons with couplings moderately different from the SM values will re-
main a challenge. Searches for non-SM Higgs boson production and decay modes are therefore
particularly timely as they provide a complementary path, which in many cases can allow a
discovery or rule out broad ranges of new physics scenarios with existing data.

We present an analysis that explores one of the non-SM decay modes of Higgs boson (h), which
includes production of two new light bosons (a), each of which subsequently decay to boosted
pairs of oppositely charged muons isolated from the rest of the event activity:

h ! 2a + X ! 4µ + X,

where X denotes possible additional particles from cascade decays of a Higgs boson.

The Higgs boson production cross section may or may not be enhanced compared to the SM,
depending on the specific parameters of the model. The search described in this paper is de-
signed to be independent of the details of specific models, and the results can be interpreted in
the context of other models predicting the production of the same final states. We also study
two specific scenarios: next-to-minimal supersymmetric standard model (NMSSM) and super-
symmentric models with additional “hidden” or “dark” sectors (Dark SUSY).

Figure 1: Left: Feynman diagram of the NMSSM benchmark process h1,2 ! 2a1 ! 4µ. Right:
Feynman diagram of the dark-SUSY benchmark process h ! 2n1 ! 2nD + 2gD ! 2nD + 4µ.
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The NMSSM [6–14] extends the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) [15–17] by
an additional gauge singlet field under new U(1)PQ symmetry in the Higgs sector of the su-
perpotential. Compared to the MSSM, the NMSSM naturally generates the mass parameter µ
in the Higgs superpotential at the electroweak scale [18] and significantly reduces the amount
of fine tuning required [19–21]. The Higgs sector of the NMSSM consists of 3 CP-even Higgs
bosons h1,2,3 and 2 CP-odd Higgs bosons a1,2. In the NMSSM, the CP-even Higgs bosons h1
and h2 can decay via h1,2 ! 2a1, where one of the h1 or h2 is a SM-like Higgs boson that could
correspond to the newly observed state at the LHC with a mass near 125 GeV/c2 [1, 2] and a1
is a new CP-odd light Higgs boson [22–26]. The Higgs boson production cross section may
differ substantially from that of the SM, depending on the parameters of a specific model. The
new light boson a1 couples weakly to SM particles, with the coupling to fermions proportional
to the fermion mass, and can have a substantial branching fraction B(a1 ! µ+µ�) if its mass
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Figure 2: Left for benchmark model 1: 95% CL upper limits from this search for the NMSSM
scenarios with ma1 = 0.25 GeV (dashed curve), ma1 = 2 GeV (dash-dotted curve) and ma1 =
3.55 GeV (dotted curve) on s(pp ! h1/2 ! 2a1)B2(a1 ! 2µ) as a function of mh1 in the range
86 < mh1 < 125 GeV and of mh2 for mh2 > 125 GeV. As an illustration, the limits are compared
to the predicted rate (solid curve) obtained using a simplified scenario with s(pp ! hi !
2a1) = 0.008 sSM, which yields predictions for the rates of dimuon pair events comparable to
the obtained experimental limits, and B(a1 ! 2µ) = 7.7%. The chosen B(a1 ! 2µ) is taken
from [17] for ma1 = 2 GeV and tan b = 20. Right for benchmark model 2: 95% CL upper
limits (black solid curves) from this search on s(pp ! h ! 2gD + X)B(h ! 2gD + X) (with
mn1 = 10 GeV, mnD = 1 GeV) in the plane of two of the parameters (# and mgD) for the dark
SUSY scenarios, along with constraints from other experiments [42–56]. The colored contours
represent different values of B(h ! 2gD + X) in the range 0.1–40%.

responsible for the vast majority of signal-like events. The points above 125 GeV correspond to
model points for which only h2 (mh2 > mh1 = 125 GeV) is allowed to have a sizeable rate of
observable 4µ events. Finally, for models with mh2 > 150 GeV, the limit at 150 GeV can be used
as a conservative estimate of the production rate limit. In each of these scenarios it is possible
that the other Higgs boson also contributes some fraction of the 4µ signal events, in which case
the limit shown is more conservative than would be given by an exact evaluation.

In the case of the dark SUSY scenario, a 95% CL limit on the product of the Higgs boson
production cross section and the branching fractions of the Higgs boson (cascade) decay to
a pair of dark photons is determined. The limit set in the (mgD, #) plane from this analysis is
shown in Fig. 2 (right), along with limits from other experimental searches, where the lifetime
is directly related to the kinetic mixing parameter # and the mass of the dark photon mgD via
tgD(#, mgD) = #�2 f (mgD), where f (mgD) is a function that depends only on the mass of the
dark photon [77]. The significant vertical structures in the limits visible in Fig. 2 (right) arise
because the total width of the dark photon varies rapidly in those mass regions due to reso-
nant decays to hadrons. This search constrains a large, previously unconstrained area of the
parameter space. Unlike the other results in the figure, the CMS and ATLAS limits are model-
dependent and only valid under the assumption that B(h ! 2n1 ! 4µ + X) 6= 0. The recent
ATLAS analysis [42] focused on highly displaced objects and these searches therefore probe
different regions of the available parameter space.

❖ Additional Benchmark: Dark SUSY 
h → n1n1 →nDnDγDγD+X 
 → Dark photons could have an appreciable 
      life-time before decay  
 → Dark photons are generated with m(γ) in the range 
      0.25–2.0 GeV and a decay length in the range of 0–20 mm


❖ 95% CL limit on H boson production σ⋅B.R. 
 → The limit set in the [m(γD),ε] plane. 
 → Implies model dependence when comparing to 
      low energy results  
 → Nice complementarity with ATLAS analysis 
      searching for decays far from the interaction point

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/HIG-13-010/index.html

https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/HIG-13-010/index.html
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Conclusions

❖ Studies on the Higgs sector are moving towards the era of 
precision measurements: 
→ Kinematic 
→ Properties 
→ Production cross-sections


❖ So far the 13 TeV data are consistent with 7 and 8 TeV data


❖ Just few examples of searches for extended Higgs sector 
have been presented: 
→ Combination is in progress


❖ Exciting news foreseen during this year: 
 → Expected 20 fb-1 by the end of the 2016 
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Backup
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The Compact Muon Solenoid
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Heavy Higgs searches in Run 1


